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a b s t r a c t

The smoothness and angle quality of a surface mesh are two important indicators of the
‘‘goodness’’ of the mesh for downstream applications such as visualization and numerical
simulation. We present in this paper a novel surface mesh processing method not only to
reduce mesh noise but to improve angle quality as well. Our approach is based on the local
surface fitting around each vertex using the least-square minimization technique. The new
position of the vertex is obtained by finding the maximum inscribed circle (MIC) of the sur-
rounding polygon and projecting the circle’s center onto the analytically fitted surface. The
procedure above repeats until the maximal vertex displacement is less than a pre-defined
threshold. The mesh smoothness is improved by a combined idea of surface fitting and pro-
jection, while the angle quality is achieved by utilizing the MIC-based projection scheme.
Results on a variety of geometric mesh models have demonstrated the effectiveness of our
method.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Surface meshes are frequently used for two primary
purposes: 3-D visualization and numerical simulation.
Accordingly, the ‘‘goodness’’ of a surface mesh is typically
measured by its smoothness and angle quality. Good
smoothness implies less reconstruction noise or artifact
on a surface model while high-quality angles means that
no angle should be close to 0� or 180�. The smoothness
property is critical in 3-D visualization – noisy surface
meshes often result in inaccurate interpretation of the
models. On the other hand, the angle quality makes a sig-
nificant impact on the approximation accuracy of numeri-
cal solutions. Ideally, meshes with uniform angles would
be most desirable in simulation.

In pratice, however, many meshes fail to satisfy one or
two of these requirements. For instance, triangular surface
meshes generated by iso-surfacing techniques such as the
Marching Cube method [29] possess good smoothness but
. All rights reserved.
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often contain very sharp angles (see Fig. 1a), which make
the meshes inappropriate for use in numerical simulation.
On the other hand, quadrilateral surface meshes can be
simply generated from 3-D imaging data by extracting the
outward faces of segmented voxels. These meshes, if con-
verted into triangular meshes, have very good angles
(either 45� or 90�) but are so noisy that it is hard to visualize
the structural details on the surface (see Fig. 1b). The goal of
this paper is to present a set of efficient algorithms to pro-
cess an abitrary surface mesh so that both the smoothness
and angle quality will be significantly improved.

A wide variety of mesh smoothing algorithms have
been proposed in recent years [2]. Most of them, however,
are designed just from the graphical point of view, i.e. to
improve the mesh smoothness or, in other words, to re-
duce mesh noise for reconstruction, rendering or visualiza-
tion purposes [1]. Laplacian iterative smoothing is one of
the most common and simplest techniques for mesh
smoothing [17]. During each iteration, all the vertices of
a mesh are adjusted to the barycenter of the neighboring
region. Because of its simplicity, many variants of this
method have been developed [19,7,37]. Taubin [37] pro-
posed a mesh smoothing method by using a simple, isotro-
pic technique to improve the smoothness of a surface
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of triangular meshes generated by the marching cube method, showing very good smoothness but low angle quality. The color of a
triangle is green if its minimal angle is greater than 40� and red if its minimal angle is less than 15�. Otherwise, the color is linearly interpolated from red
(15�) to green (40�). (b) An example of quadrilateral meshes having uniform and regular squares but showing very noisy surfaces.

Fig. 2. The flowchart of mesh smoothing method.
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mesh. Desbrun et al. [14] extended Taubin‘s work to
smooth irregular meshes by using geometric flows. Ohtake
et al. [31] extended the Laplacian smoothing by combining
geometric smoothing with parameterization regulariza-
tion. Peng et al. [33] gave a denoising algorithm for geo-
metric data represented as a semiregular mesh on the
basis of adaptive Wiener filtering. Despite their high speed,
these methods often yield significant volume shrinkage
and undesired mesh distortion. Another popular smooth-
ing approach is based on the energy minimization tech-
nique. Welch and Witkin [39] described an approach to
designing and fairing freeform shapes represented by tri-
angulated surfaces. Kobbelt [23,24] proposed a general
algorithm to fair a triangular mesh with arbitrary topology
in R3 by estimating the curvature for the mesh model.
These methods are time-consuming due to the compli-
cated energy functions to be minimized. Recently, fea-
ture-preserving mesh smoothing methods [12,15,44,3,22,
18,35,36,27] have drawn more and more attention. Bajaj
and Xu [3] proposed a partial differential equation (PDE)-
based anisotropic diffusion approach for processing noisy
surfaces and functions defined on surfaces. Although these
methods can achieve high smoothness of mesh, they rely
on the formation of a ‘‘shock’’ term to preserve details,
resulting in significant computational costs. Jones et al.
[22] developed a feature-preserving smoothing algorithm
by adopting local first-order predictors statistically defined
on triangulated surface meshes. Fleishman et al. [18] intro-
duced a similar method based on iterative bilateral filter-
ing, a non-linear variation of Gaussian smoothing that
weighs sample points based on their similarity to the one
being processed. However, finding a set of appropriate
parameters is not an easy task. Sun et al. presented fast
feature-preserving mesh denoising approaches by nor-
mal-filtering and vertex-updating [36] and random walks
[35]. Li et al. [27] adopted the weighted bi-quadratic Bezier
surface fitting and uniform principal curvature techniques
to smooth surface meshes.

Many of the methods mentioned above are devoted
only to improving the smoothness of a mesh. The angle
quality of a mesh is equally if not more important, espe-
cially when the numerical simulation based on the mesh
is taken into consideration [45]. The quality of a mesh
can be measured by either geometry-dependent [28] or
solution-dependent [4] criteria. The one we use in our
study is by measuring the angles of the triangulated sur-
faces, a strategy commonly used in the mesh generation
and smoothing community [46,40]. The mesh quality
may be improved by a combination of three major tech-
niques: inserting/deleting vertices [34,13], swapping
edges/faces [8,41], and moving the vertices without chang-
ing the mesh topology [17,38]. The last one, also known as
mesh smoothing, is the strategy we will explore in the
present paper. Different criteria can be utilized to move a
vertex, including the local angle-based methods [46] and
global optimization methods [9,10,30].

To enhance the smoothness of a mesh and improve its
angle quality, we propose an effective mesh smoothing ap-
proach based on quadric surface fitting and maximum in-
scribed circle (MIC) techniques for 3-D triangular or
quadrilateral meshes. As shown in Fig. 2, the basic idea of
this method is to project the center of the MIC at each ver-
tex onto the locally fitted surface and update the current
vertex with the projection point to achieve both good mesh
smoothness and high angle quality. Numerous experi-
ments on biological and engineering models have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our approaches in achieving
these two goals. The remainder of the present paper is or-
ganized as follows. Section 2 is focused on the details of the
mesh smoothing algorithm. The mesh quality improve-
ment is described in Section 3. We present some
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experimental results and quality analysis in Section 4, fol-
lowed by the conclusion in Section 5.
2. Mesh smoothing algorithm via surface fitting

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the input in our method is a tri-
angular surface mesh that may be corrupted with noise.
For extremely noisy surface meshes with, the volume-
preserving Laplacian smoothing method [14] with uniform
weights is performed before we carry out the following
surface fitting-based mesh smoothing. For each vertex,
the k-ring neighboring vertices are found according to
the topological relationship present in the mesh model.
The local surface patch around a point can be approxi-
mated with a quadric surface: S(u, v) = (u, v, h(u, v)), a para-
metric representation in a local coordinate system, as
shown in Fig. 3, where p is the origin, h-axis is along the
normal vector n at p on S, and u-, v- axes are orthogonal
vectors in the tangent plane at p. According to the surface
theory [16], the local shape of a surface around p can be
represented with the Darboux system D(p) = (T1, T2, n, k1,
k2), where (T1, T2), (k1, k2) are principal directions and cur-
vatures, respectively.

We extend this principle to discrete mesh models and
construct the local coordinated system for each vertex on
the meshes. Since the construction of a local system mainly
relies on the h-axis, i.e., the normal vector of the vertex, we
first estimate the normal vector for each vertex with the
area-weighted averaging method as follows:

ni ¼
XN

j¼1

Afj � nfj
; f j 2 Fi ð2Þ

where Af, nf are respectively the area and normal vector of
face f in Fi. We consider vi, ni as the origin and z-axis of the
local coordinate system respectively. Then the x- and
y- axes of the local coordinate system are arbitrarily cho-
sen in the plane located at vi and orthogonal to the normal
ni. After constructing the local coordinate system, we find
all the neighboring vertices for each vertex within the
k-ring neighborhood. The optimal value of k depends on lo-
cal surface geometries. In the implementation of our algo-
rithm, the user can choose either a fixed ring number or an
adaptive ring number. For the latter case, the standard
deviation of curvatures within a neighborhood (up to 10
layers) is used to adaptively determine the value of k. In
other words, the vertices within the chosen k-ring neigh-
borhood should have relatively small curvature variation.
Fig. 3. An illustration of the local coordinate system on a surface.
For each vertex, the global coordinates of all the neigh-
boring vertices are transformed to the local coordinates by
homogeneous transformation and then the local coordi-
nates obtained are used to fit an analytical quadric surface:

hðu; vÞ ¼ au2 þ buv þ cv2 þ euþ f v þ g ð3Þ

The classic least-square fitting method is adopted to find
the coefficients in Eq. (3), although more advanced tech-
niques, such as the moving least-square method [26],
may be used. After the quadric surface is fitted at a vertex,
the new position for the vertex must be chosen somewhere
on the surface. A simply way to do is by projecting the ver-
tex along its normal vector onto the quadric surface and
updating it with the projection position [38]. Because the
normal vector is exactly the z-axis in the local coordinate
system, the local coordinate of the projected point of the
vertex should be (0, 0, g). The mesh is smoothed by finding
the global coordinate with an inverse homogeneous trans-
formation from the local coordinate (0, 0, g). This method is
very easy to implement and works well in reducing the
noise of the surface mesh.
3. Mesh quality improvement via optimized projection

Although the simple projection method described
above can produce smooth meshes, the resulting meshes
may contain very skinny angles and sometimes mesh
self-intersection may occur. In fact, there are many direc-
tions in which a vertex can be projected onto the fitted sur-
face without loss of surface smoothness. To achieve both
mesh smoothness and angle quality, however, we must
choose a good projection direction among all such candi-
dates. Let us first consider a simpler but analogous prob-
lem for angle quality improvement in 2-D meshes (see
Fig. 4a): Given a vertex and its adjacent neighbors forming
a polygon, finding the new position for the vertex such that
the new mesh within this polygon would have the highest
angle quality.

Ideally the new vertex should be the one that maxi-
mizes the minimal angles in all the triangles in Fig. 4a.
However, finding exactly such a point inside a general pla-
nar polygon is nontrivial and is typically approximated by
using such methods as Laplacian smoothing [17] or angle-
based [46] techniques. These approximation approaches,
as will be shown shortly, can lead to very low angle quality
or even twisted edge connections. In this paper, we adopt
another criterion for finding the optimal position of a ver-
tex inside an arbitrary planar polygon. A point v 0i inside a
polygon P is said to be optimal if the minimal distance
from v 0i to the polygon edges is maximized:

v 0i ¼ max
fv2PIg

DiðvÞ ¼ max
fv2PIg

min
fw2PEg

kv �wk
� �

ð4Þ

where PI stands for the interior of the polygon P and PE for
the edges of P. The optimization problem above can be
thought of as a skeletonization or thinning problem using
so-called grassfire model [5]: the boundary of an object (a
polygon in our case) is set on fire that propagates in the same
speed in all directions and the skeleton is the loci where the
fire fronts meet and quench each other. Apparently the
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the mesh smoothing approach based on the maximum inscribed circle (MIC).

Table 1
Angle and size attributes of the mesh in Fig. 6.

Angle (�) Size

Min Max 20� < a < 160�
(%)

Min Max

Original
mesh

0.14 179.22 77.7 0.001 0.931

Laplacian 8.78 164.35 89.7 0.003 0.182
Angle-based 12.23 146.98 95.3 0.004 0.164
MIC-based 18.62 126.71 98.7 0.011 0.105
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position that is last quenched inside the polygon is the one
that satisfies Eq. (4). Equivalently, the skeletons can be de-
tected with the centers of maximum disks within the poly-
gon [6]. Among all such disks, the one with the maximal
radius is known as the maximum inscribed circle (MIC) of
the polygon and its center would give the optimal position
v 0i in Eq. (4).

In general, the skeleton (or medial axis) of a planar
polygon is a combination of line and parabolic segments,
on which any interior point is equidistant from the poly-
gon boundary [25]. According to [20,21], the center of the
MIC of a planar polygon is located on one of the joint points
of such segments. Fig. 4 illustrates the MIC-based mesh
smoothing approach. Fig. 4a shows the original 2-D
meshes centered at v and the surrounding polygon is
P = {v1, v2, . . ., v6, v1} . With Held’s fast algorithm [20,21],
the medial axis and the MIC of P can be calculated as
shown in Fig. 4b, in which the medial axis of P is depicted
Fig. 5. Mesh smoothing for (a) a 2-D mesh, using, (b) the Laplacian method, (c
method.

Fig. 6. Mesh smoothing for (a) a 2-D mesh, using, (b) the Laplacian method, (c
method.
by the red curve segments and cmic is the center of the MIC
(in yellow). By choosing cmic as the new vertex of v, the
smoothed mesh is given in Fig. 4c. The minimal and max-
imal angles in the original mesh are 15� and 149�, which
are improved to 28� and 113�, respectively in the
smoothed mesh.
) the angle-based smoothing method, and (d) The MIC-based smoothing

) the angle-based smoothing method, and (d) the MIC-based smoothing
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Fig. 5 shows a more complicated case. The original
mesh with 13 vertices and 24 triangle faces is shown in
Fig. 5a. During the mesh smoothing, the boundary vertices
are assumed to remain unchanged. Fig. 5b and c are the
mesh smoothing results with the Laplacian and angle-
based smoothing methods. The result with the MIC-based
method is given in Fig. 5d. Clearly our method can still pro-
duce decent results even in this extreme case, while the
meshes become distorted with the other two methods.
vppm-1

vppm

vpp1 v'i

S

vpv ppp

vpv ppp m

vpv ppp 1
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the surface projection algorithm.

Fig. 8. Mesh smoothing result of (a) the original m

Fig. 9. Mesh smoothing of the molecule 2HAO. (a) The original mesh. (b) The mes
The mesh smoothed by our method after quality improvement.
To further quantify the mesh smoothing quality, we
consider another example as shown in Fig. 6, consisting
of 447 vertices and 892 triangle faces. We compare the
mesh smoothing results generated by the Laplacian meth-
od, angle-based method and the MIC-based method. The
angle and size of the original and smoothed meshes are gi-
ven in Table 1. Because the boundary vertices are fixed, the
triangles incident to the boundary vertices are excluded
from the calculation. From the table, we can see that the
MIC-based method yields the highest mesh quality com-
pared to the Laplacian method and the angle-based meth-
od in terms of angle and size attributes.

The MIC-based method described is well suited for 2-D
mesh smoothing. To extend it to 3-D surface mesh smooth-
ing, we need to make some modifications because the
polygon surrounding a vertex is most likely non-planar.
Let S be the quadric surface fitted with the k-ring neighbor-
ing vertices of vertex vi. We outline the surface smoothing
algorithm as follows. For every vertex vi,

Step 1. Fit a plane pln using the incident vertices NV1(vi)
of vi, (see Fig. 7).
Step 2. Project all vertices in NV1(vi) onto pln and get the
new positions NVP1(i) = {vpj|j = 1, 2, . . ., m}.
esh with (b) 1 iteration and (c) 2 iterations.

h smoothed by our method before the MIC-based quality improvement. (c)
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Step 3. For the new projection points that form a planar
polygon, solve the 2-D mesh smoothing problem using
the MIC-based method. In other words, find a new posi-
tion, denoted as vci

, for vi so that the triangles within
the polygon are optimized.
Step 4. Project vci

onto the quadric surface along the
normal of pln, yielding the final position v 0i.

This above surface smoothing procedure is iterative and
terminates when the maximal displacement among all the
vertices of the mesh is less than a pre-defined threshold.
Fig. 8 gives the final result of the molecule 2CMP. In
Fig. 8c, the minimal and maximal angles of the final mesh
are 19.31� and 133.32� and the minimal and maximal sizes
are 0.26 and 3.23 respectively.

The method described can achieve high angle quality
and smoothness from relatively blunt surface meshes. For
meshes with sharp features, the quadric fitting and projec-
tion may blur sharp features, due to the use of isotropic
Angle (degree)

Percentage

(a) (b

Fig. 10. The angle histograms of the meshes shown in Fig. 9b and c. (a) Before the
The angle bounds of (a) and (b) are [10.12�, 153.81�] and [14.56�, 143.62�], resp
angle quality of the mesh. The red bars in the histograms indicate the minimal

Fig. 11. Mesh smoothing of the surface model extracted from 3-D imaging data. (
of Masahiko Hoshijima, UC-San Diego). (b) Segmented cube-like noisy surface m

Fig. 12. Mesh smoothing of the surface model extracted from MRI imaging data
Hoshijima, UC-San Diego). (b) Segmented cube-like surface mesh. (c) The mesh sm
surface.
k-ring neighborhood. To cope with this problem, we take
advantage of anisotropic surface fitting and projection
strategies. For each vertex, we first identify one of its inci-
dent faces, having the most similar normal vector to the
normal vector of this vertex. The found face is treated as
a seed face and then a region growing process is performed
by adding the surrounding faces whose normal vectors are
close to the normal of the seed face. This process is termi-
nated when the number of faces within the current region
reached a pre-defined value. The surface fitting and opti-
mized projection described above are then applied to this
anisotropic neighborhood of the current vertex. By using
this anisotropic surface fitting and projection strategy,
sharp features of mesh can be faithfully preserved.

4. Results and discussion

All algorithms described have been implemented in
Visual C++ and OpenGL, running on a Pentium IV PC with
Angle (degree)

Percentage

)

MIC-based quality improvement. (b) After the mesh quality improvement.
ectively. It is clear that the MIC-based method significantly improves the
and maximal angles in the meshes.

a) An electron tomographic reconstruction of t-tubule structures (courtesy
esh. (c) The mesh smoothing result with our method.

. (a) A cross section of the MRI data of the heart (courtesy of Dr. Masahiko
oothing result with our method, showing more informative details on the



Angle (degree) Angle (degree)

Percentage

Percentage

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. The angle histograms of the two meshes in Fig. 11 and 12c. The angle bounds of (a) and (b) are [15.41�, 148.30�] and [11.27�, 130.38�], respectively.

Fig. 14. Smoothing results of the noisy Stanford bunny mesh with ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘H’’ as shown in (a). (b) Ohtake et al.’s method with n = 8 (Ohtake et al., 2002). (c)
Nealen et al.’s method with Laplacian matrices of uniform weights, and f = 0, s = 0.3 [30]. (d) Our method with N = 20 and Td = 5% X the mean edge length of
mesh. The color of a triangle is green if its minimal angle is greater than 40� and red if its minimal angle is less than 15�. Otherwise, the color is linearly
interpolated from red (15�) to green (40�). (e) The front view of Nealen et al.’s smoothing result. (f) the front view of our smoothing result. Note that sharp
features, such as the boundaries of ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘H’’, are significantly blurred in (e).

1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 1, 4–6, 8–22, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.
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2.0 GHz. A user-friendly GUI has been created encapsulat-
ing the implemented algorithms and will be made freely
available to the community. Many 3-D models have been
tested and a number of them are demonstrated below. To
compare the performance of different methods, we at-
tempt to generate the best results for each method by
adjusting their parameters. The smoothness of all surface
meshes below is mainly judged by eyes, while the angle
quality is quantitatively measured by histograms (in per-
centage) with respect to angle degrees (0�–180�). Addition-
ally, the angle quality is visually illustrated by color map in
the zoomed-in meshes – the color of a triangle is green1 if
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its minimal angle is greater than 40� and red if its minimal
angle is less than 15�. Otherwise, the color is linearly inter-
polated from red (15�) to green (40�). In our algorithm, two
important parameters are the rings number of neighboring
vertices k and the maximum vertex displacement threshold
Td.

In Fig. 9, we give the mesh smoothing result for the
molecule model 2HAO, chosen from the Protein Data Bank.
Shown in Fig. 9a is the original mesh generated by using
the approach proposed by Yu et al. [42]. This quadrilateral
mesh has 228,132 vertices and 228,096 faces. The smooth-
ing result using the direct projection method without MIC-
based angle quality improvement is shown in Fig. 9b.
Fig. 9c shows the final result after two iterations of apply-
ing the MIC approach described. This mesh demonstrates
visually very good surface smoothness, in contrast to the
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

(a) (b

(c) (d

Fig. 15. The angle histograms of the meshes in Fig 14a–d. The angle bou
[7.81�, 161.39�], respectively.

Fig. 16. Smoothing results of the dragon head mesh. (a) Original noisy mesh. (b)
where n1 = 5, n2 = 25, T = 0.55. (d) Our method (k = 3, Td = 4% X the mean edge l
original cube-like noisy mesh. The angle quality of this
mesh is illustrated in a small, enlarged mesh in Fig. 9c.
Fig. 10 gives the angle histograms (in percentage) of the
meshes smoothed by the present approach with and with-
out the MIC scheme, where the angles used are obtained by
dividing each quadrilateral into two triangles. Apparently,
The MIC method can improve the angle quality of the
mesh, as compared to the direct projection approach [38].

Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrate the mesh smoothing re-
sults from 3-D imaging data. Fig. 11a shows a cross section
of the 3-D electron tomographic reconstruction of the T-
tubule structure. The initial surface mesh, illustrated in
Fig. 11b, was extracted using the automatic image segmen-
tation method [43]. Fig. 11c shows the mesh after applying
our surface smoothing algorithm. Fig. 12a is an MRI image
of the heart and Fig. 12b is the segmented surface model
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

)

)

nds of (a–d) are [0.05�, 175.23�], [1.32�, 170.42�], [9.00�, 158.65�], and

Jones et al.’s method [22], where rf = 4, rg = 1. (c) Sun et al.’s method [35],
ength of mesh).
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made of cube-like noisy quadrilateral meshes. Using the
mesh smoothing method proposed; the final mesh is
shown in Fig. 12c. Fig. 13 shows the angle histograms of
the two meshes generated by our approach. From both
examples, we can see that our mesh smoothing approach
can be used in conjunction with image segmentation for
geometric modeling of 3-D biomedical imaging data.

With three different mesh models shown in Figs. 14, 16
and 18, we aim to compare the algorithms described in this
paper with several recent mesh smoothing approaches
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

(a) (b

(c) (d

Fig. 17. The angle histograms corresponding to the meshes in Fig. 16a–d. The an
and [13.82�, 147.02�], respectively.

Fig. 18. Smoothing results of the fandisk mesh. (a) Original noisy mesh. (b) Fleis
n1 = 4 and b = 8. (d) Our method (N = 10, Td = 6% X the mean edge length of mes
including [46,32,18,22,35,36,30] methods. In all the three
examples, our method can effectively smooth the surface
noise. The enlarged meshes in Figs. 14, 16 and 18 as well
as the histograms in Figs. 15, 17 and 19 also demonstrate
that our approach can achieves significantly higher angle
quality, as compared to the aforementioned methods. An
additional nice property of our approach is that, in smooth-
ing a surface mesh, our method is capable of preserving
sharp features by choosing an anisotropic, curvature-
sensitive k-ring neighborhood when performing the
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

)

)

gle bounds of (a–d) are [0.10�, 177.54�], [0.29�, 177.01�], [0.13�, 177.91�],

hman et al.’s method [18], where n = 5. (c) Sun et al.’s method [36], where
h).



Table 2
The comparison of computational time (s).

Fandisk v/t:
7123/14,242

Bunny v/t:
35,325/70,646

Dragon v/t:
100,056/199,924

Ohtake et al.’s – 3.013 –
Fleishman

et al.’s
0.071 – –

Jones et al.’s – – 61.237
Sun et al.’s 0.133 – 2.018
Nealen et al.’s – 2.486 –
Our 1.175 5.889 17.324
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least-square surface fitting. This is demonstrated in Figs. 14
and 16 and especially in Fig. 18, where the sharp corners in
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

(a) (b

(c) (d

Fig. 19. The angle histograms of the meshes in Fig. 18a–d. The angle bou
[25.29�, 127.16�], respectively.

Fig. 20. Smoothing results of the angel mesh. (a) Original surface mesh. (b) The 3
(c) Nealen et al.’s method with Laplacian matrices of uniform weights, and s = 1
Again, the color of a triangle is green if its minimal angle is greater than 40� an
interpolated from red (15�) to green (40�).
the fandisk model are very well preserved. The result by
Nealen et al.’s method has the best angle quality in
Fig. 14, while the sharp features around the boundaries
of ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘H’’ are significantly blurred. These examples
show that our methods can perform as effectively as
[35,36] in smoothing mesh noise and preserving sharp fea-
tures, but our approaches can achieve significantly higher
angle quality. The computational costs are given in Table 2.

While the histograms seen above have clearly shown
the effectiveness of our method in improving mesh angle
quality, we make here a comparison among our MIC-based
algorithm, the Laplacian optimization method [30], and the
3-D version of the angle-based method [46] that was
developed specifically to improve the mesh quality for
Angle (degree)

Angle (degree)

Percentage
Percentage

)

)

nds of (a–d) are [6.02�, 159.53�], [2.41�, 167.82�], [1.29�, 137.89�], and

-D implementation of Zhou et al.’s method (Zhou et al., 2000), where n = 3.
.0 [30]. (d) Our method (k = 3, Td = 4% X the mean edge length of mesh).

d red if its minimal angle is less than 15�. Otherwise, the color is linearly
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Fig. 21. The angle histograms of the meshes in Fig. 20a–c. The angle bounds of (a–d) are [1.24�, 173.49�], [3.83�, 167.06�], [0.62�, 167.06�] and
[11.38�, 152.74�], respectively.

Fig. 22. The histograms show the Hausdorff distances between the meshes obtained by each approach and the original meshes. The horizontal axis is the
error (absolute distance value) from the denoised mesh to the original mesh, and the vertical axis is the corresponding percentage to each error value. (a)
Data set, and the corresponding Hausdorff distances in (b–d) by Ohtake et al.’s, Jones et al.’s, Fleishman et al.’s, Nealen et al.’s, Sun et al.’s and our methods,
respectively.
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2-D polygonal meshes. Figs. 20 and 21 show the compari-
son of the mesh improvement on the angel mesh model. In
this example, Laplacian optimization method yields the
lowest angle quality compared with the other two meth-
ods. The angle-based method is able to improve the angle
quality to some extent (see Fig. 21b), but our method can
achieve higher mesh quality in terms of angle distribution
as well as minimal and maximal angles in the mesh (see
Fig. 21d).

To demonstrate the fidelity of the smoothed mesh rela-
tive to the original surface, the Hausdorff distance between
the two meshes is calculated using the software tool called
Metro [11]. Fig. 22 shows a detailed comparison of the
Hausdorff distance results, where the horizontal axis is
the absolute distance value between the smoothed mesh
and the original mesh, and the vertical axis is the corre-
sponding histogram (in percentage) with respect to each
distance value. From this figure, we can see that our meth-
od yields small Hausdorff distances, indicating that our
method produces very close surface mesh relative to the
original model, in addition to its high efficiency in noise re-
moval and angle quality improvement.

It is worth noting that the MIC strategy used in our
algorithm shares similar intuition to the angle-based
method [46] in that the new position of a vertex should
be as far as possible to the surrounding polygon (1-ring
neighbors of the vertex). In fact, these two methods give
exactly the same result when the surrounding polygon is
a triangle, because the center of the MIC is identical to
the intersection of the angular bisectors. When the sur-
rounding polygon has four or more edges, however, the
behavior of the angle-based method would be unpredict-
able because the new position of the vertex is the sum
(or weighted sum) of the projections on all angular bisec-
tors. With the MIC method, the new position, as the center
of the MIC, is unique and is always optimal in terms of the
distance to the surrounding polygon.

In the MIC-based method, the input mesh must not be
self-intersecting. Otherwise, the MIC is not well defined
where self-intersection occurs. In the present work, we
do not have theoretical guarantees on the convergence of
the algorithm. However, our method is iterative and termi-
nates when meshes in two subsequent iterations are al-
most the same (measured by the maximum of vertex
displacements). The numerous examples tested have
shown a fast convergence of our method (typically con-
verged in 2–3 iterations). While we do not have mathemat-
ical proof on the quality improvement of angles, all
examples we studied have shown significant angle quality
improvement.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed a novel, effective mesh
smoothing method based on surface fitting and optimum
vertex projection techniques. The local surface is fitted
using a small neighborhood around each vertex so that
the fitted surfaces vary smoothly from a vertex to its
neighbors and accordingly the projected new positions
on the fitted surfaces also vary smoothly, which guarantees
the high smoothness of the final mesh in our method. On
the other hand, the angle quality and size uniformity of a
mesh are achieved by employing an optimization method
based on the maximum inscribed circle of a polygon. An
added benefit of our approach is its ability of preserving
sharp geometric features (such as edges and corners) by
choosing anisotropic neighborhoods in the surface fitting
procedure.

Our mesh smoothing algorithm can handle a variety of
meshes, including molecular models, imaging data and
industrial CAD meshes. As demonstrated in the results,
the method proposed can generate meshes with high-
quality in terms of the smoothness, angle and size attri-
butes. This is useful and critical in such applications as
surface reconstruction, visualization, and particularly
numerical simulation. As part of our future work, we plan
to explore more theoretically the convergence of the MIC-
based mesh smoothing. The gurantee on quality improve-
ment of mesh angles using the MIC strategy is also an
interesting problem we would like to tackle in the future.
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